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Sakuma Totaro (1900-1976). A stoneware
dish, signed tomobako.
browse these categories for related items...
Directory: Vintage Arts: Regional Art: Asian: Japanese:
Stoneware: Pre 1950: Item # 1382262

Please refer to our stock # 4509 when inquiring.

Click to view additional online photographs

   

  

Hawkes, Asian Art
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Watchet, Somerset
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1984 633813
david.hawkes@btinternet.com
Guest Book

 SOLD 

A splendid stoneware dish by Sakuma Totaro (1900-1976) with the original signed and
inscribed storage box, tomobako. Showa period, mid 20th century.

A substantial dish with deep brown iron glaze leaves on a jade green copper glaze. The
back of the dish is undecorated and covered in a transparent ash glaze. Most pieces by
Totaro, like those by Hamada Shoji, are unsigned.

The original wood storage box (tomobako) is signed in ink with "medium dish (chu-zara)
with flower on green glaze", "Mashiko folk art kiln Totaro" with a red seal of the potter.

First son of Sakuma Fukujiro, a mingei potter in Mashiko, Totaro first studied ceramics
with his father. The potter met Hamada Shoji who visited Mashiko in 1924 when Hamada
lived at the Sakuma household and developed his craft at the Sakuma pottery. Totaro was
fascinated with Hamada's knowledge of ceramics and his attitude towards pottery and he
worked with Hamada in the Sakuma pottery studio at Mashiko for two months. Totaro had
an acquaintance with Bernard Leach and Kawai Kanjiro through Hamada, also Tomimoto
Kenkichi, Shiko Munakata, Kanjiro Kawai and Mingei’s own author Soetsu Yanagi. Totaro
was instrumental in the creation of the Mingei movement at Mashiko.

There is a fine biography and appraisal of Sakuma Totaro by Robert Yellin for the Japan
Times June 24th, 2000. www.e-yakimono.net/html/sakuma-totaro-jt.html
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Approximately 27.5cm diameter. Perfect condition. The tomobako baseboard needs some
glue.

The stand is not included.

Please study the photographs.

For new customers resident in China sadly I have to state that I am no longer prepared to
accept payment by PayPal. I will accept payment only by bank to bank transfer in British
Pounds Sterling (GBP), fees to be paid by the purchaser.

Please note that all purchases will be sent by registered mail and a signature will be
required upon delivery.

~~~ IF YOU WISH TO GET A SHIPPING QUOTE, PLACE AN ORDER OR ASK FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION, PLEASE SEND ME AN EMAIL, MY ADDRESS IS ON EACH PAGE ~~~
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